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tions—the same thing is wanted and agreeable in poetry
and eloquence, but it has always struck me that it could
not be more necessary any where than in conversation. I
was surprised at Mclntosh's blunders about the Venus—
not that I expected from him the least real taste—I
really think five minutes with him would prevent any
such expectation, but I wonder, with the accuracy of his
memory and knowledge, which is wonderful, as I have
always heard Jeffery say, that he should so forget what
every Tyro in the arts learns, as his alphabet. I should
think it was the Venus a belles lettres that you was look-
ing at. You say nothing of Brougham. I should think, all
things considered, variety of attainment, accuracy, ver-
satility and industry, he was the most extraordinary man
in England. I have read your notions with great pleas-
ure—I think you have made a most excellent plaidoyer
for your country—for I cannot help owning that I con-
sider it, as it was perhaps very fair to make it, an ex
parte statement; altho' I admit it is not easy to point out
any inaccuracy in your facts—perhaps it is in your deduc-
tions from them that one might find some parts a little
doubtful.—I have smiled now and then when I recol-
lected how indignant you was sometimes with my poor
Miss Wright for her nauseous flattery, as I believe you
called it—if her's was a picture all of lights and with no
shadows, you will hardly escape the same charge. I cannot
agree with you in either of two opinions in both of which
you seem confident—I do not think there is any hatred of'
America among the people of England as a nation. There
may be in a certain class of politicians—a small one how-
ever—-something like it, but among the mass of educated
people'in England I thought I always saw a leaning
towards America—a sort of feeling, that America, altho'

